HEALTHCARE

Unique Digital Applications

Whether it’s a hospital campus, off-site clinics, or medical offices,digital applications improve your
patient and visitor experiences. Foster a more vital and visually informative facility for your
community and staff. Ensure your visitors are informed in real-time and won’t lose their way while
going to appointments or checking in on loved ones. Digitally communicate important messages
to staff. Create a more inviting experience for all with video walls and digital signage solutions
through the drag-and-drop platform of 22Miles.

SECURE MOBILE CONTROL
Create a touch-less, more hygienic experience when users speak their choices to an
interactive touch or non-touch screen.

MAP IT NOW
Receive instant turn-by-turn directions
through SMS, QR codes, emails and have the
wayfinding on the go.

SMART PATHWAY
Intelligent built-in wayfinding algorithm
that auto-generates directions based on
shortest path & ease of accessibility.

ASSET TRACKING
Integrate with RTLS hardware components
to locate carts, wheelchairs and other
hospital equipment in real time.

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS
Disabled users can tap an ADA button on
the screen or app to activate programmed
accessible routes.

VISITOR/PATIENT CHECK IN & ACCESS
CONTROL CAPABILITIES
Including badge integrations or check-in
questionnaire. Add Virtual Receptionist
feature option for a safer and more
engaging human interaction experience.

CUSTOMIZED TEMPLATE DESIGN
The PublisherPro.AIOT suite for novice user
controls and simplified day-to-day editing
with quick edit settings and work flow
options.

DONOR & PATIENT RECOGNITION
APPLICATIONS
Foundation and marketing can create &
manage a more immersive experience from
the lobby to waiting rooms and throughout
the healthcare facility.

WAYFINDING CONTENT

Drive Communications To
Staff, Patients & Visitors
From One

Platform Interface.

CAMPUS VS. INTERIOR 3D
WAYFINDING
All directions are based on
shortest path and ease of
accessibility using our
Smart Pathway Algorithm

DIRECTIONAL WAYFINDING
Directions are automatically
generated once a destination is selected.

SEND DIRECTIONS TO MOBILE
Send directions to a mobile
phone via QR code, text or
email.

3D INTERACTIVE WAYFINDING

- Wayfinding & Directories
- Education & Events
- Waiting Room Signage
- Donor Boards
- Menu Boards
- Alerts and more!

Create better physical orientation
through 3D floor plans that are
100% in-house editable with
PublisherPro.AIOT map module.

COMMUNICATION CONTENT

PATIENT / DONOR DESIGN
Thank all your donors,
showcase grateful patient
notes, and leverage eye
appealing recognition content
experiences.

INFORMATIONAL CONTENT
Quickly customize news
headlines, weather reports,
emergency alerts, and
promotions through a simple
to use application.

BUILDING / PHYSICIAN DIRECTORY

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
TEMPLATE
Tell a better story with
animations, transitions and
built-in widgets leveraging the
22Miles template center.

SIGN UP OR SURVEY DESIGN
OPTIONS
Patients can sign up to
receive specific notifications
and or information.

INTEGRATION
Integrate with your health
system applications such as
EPIC and Alertus, or
Everbridge and more for
seamless data interface.

Dynamically update tenant, physician
directory listings through automated
data integrations or through a simple
quick edit setting controls.

Scalable, Centralized Platform for all your Digital Signage Needs
Contact Us Today - sales@22miles.com | https://www.22miles.com/resources/

